WOOD-FIRED
CONVECTION
People have
appreciated the
warmth, efficiency,
and beauty of ceramic
stoves for hundreds
of years, but La
Castellamonte and
Adriano Design have
brought this classic
home heater into the
21st century with their
Stack series of wood
stoves. The makers
wrapped a slender
steel firebox and heat
exchanger in a modular
ceramic shell to create
a high-performance stove with timeless
good looks. The intriguing grid of
holes cast into the ceramic isn’t just for
aesthetic reasons; it’s an essential part
of the convection system that makes
this compact stove so effective and
energy efficient.
• 17 different color and finish options
• Ceramic or wooden base
• 22,000 Btu heat output
• 113-cm high: $9,870
137-cm high: $10,790
stackstoves.com
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CONTEMPORARY CASEMENT
Less is more with this
innovative casement window,
introduced this year along
with several other unique
doors and windows in
Marvin’s Contemporary Studio
collection. Flush frames with
simple square profiles blend
perfectly with modern interior
and exterior surfaces, and
slender sashes leave room for
more expansive panes of glass.
A new matte black hardware
option further accentuates the
window’s details.
• Crank-out, push-out,
or fixed sashes
• Sashes can rotate 180°
to easily clean both sides

OUTDOOR CHAIR IS AN INSTANT CLASSIC
With its striking colors and minimalist
silhouette, the Coco dining chair will
be a focal point in any outdoor space.
With just the right amount of gentle
curves and soft corners, this angular
chair is easy on the eyes and the body.
While the influence of midcentury
classic furniture is apparent in its
design, the Coco chair has the chops
to become an icon itself someday. And
because it’s made of durable aluminum
and teak, it’s bound to be around long
enough to see that happen.
• Anthracite, olive green, lemon, or white
• Coco chair: $612; Coco armchair: $697
oasiq.us

• Prices upon request
marvin.com
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Add diMension to Any rooM
Inhabit’s Wall Flats are like textured wallpaper on steroids. Made from
Bagasse, a fibrous byproduct of sugarcane processing, and available in
several deeply faceted organic and geometric patterns, these unusual
3D panels are in a category all their own. The permanent versions
go up similarly to tile, but with clay-based wallpaper paste, and they
require some extra finishing and painting to get the seamless look that
makes them so unique. If you aren’t ready to commit, there’s also a
hanging version which is as easy to install as a set of curtains.
• Made from 100% recycled materials with no chemicals or VOCs
• Sold in boxes of 10 to 12 panels, depending on size
• $2.66 to $2.75 per sq. ft.
inhabitliving.com

A Mobile, ModulAr bed
More than just another elegant
piece of modern furniture, the
Floyd Platform Bed is one of
several offerings from a company
that is reinventing the way people
buy and move furniture. Flatpacked and shipped right to your
doorstep, the bed is simply a set
of sleek, powder-coated steel
legs and birch plywood panels
that cinch together with ratchet
straps, forming a sturdy base for
any mattress—and one that can be
disassembled and carried away in
minutes whenever you need. Floyd
is proud to source all of the parts
for their furniture from regional
manufacturers not far from their
Detroit headquarters.

C

• Legs in black or white
• Ships free in the contiguous
lower 48 states
• Twin: $489; queen: $589;
king: $699
floyddetroit.com
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ARTFULLY DISGUISED SECURITY CAMERA
LG and ADT have recently teamed up to
introduce a plug-and-play security system.
The LG Smart Security Wireless Camera has a
sculptural tapered case that conceals the HD
video camera and wifi hub, allowing it to hide
discreetly in plain sight. With a distortion-free
wide-angle lens, digital zoom, and infrared
night vision, the motion-sensing camera can
send a livestream to your smartphone or upload
video to an optional cloud backup system for
you to watch later. Add ADT’s Canopy Intrusion
Detection service with 24/7 monitoring for
more peace of mind.
• Doubles as a smart-home hub for controlling lights, HVAC, and other devices
• LG Smart Security Wireless Camera: $199.99
• ADT Canopy Intrusion Detection monitoring service: $19.99/month; cloudbased Secure Video Storage: $9.99/month
lg.com

NEW FLOOR TILES WITH OLD-WORLD FLAIR
Made in Spain of durable ceramic, these patterns from
SomerTile come in a plethora of styles that conjure up
images of vintage cafes, classic hotels, and markets in old
cities throughout Europe. All of the tiles have a muted
sheen, and many of the styles have intentional scuffs,
scrapes, and scored grout lines to mimic a century or
more of wear and tear. Some of the collections contain
many different complementary designs that can be mixed
and matched to create rich patterns and make even the
smallest spaces feel grand.
• Suitable for high-traffic floors
• Many of the patterns designed by interior architect
Francisco Segarra
• $7 to $12 per sq. ft.
somertile.com
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provocative Metal planters
Clean lines and bold edges are common
threads throughout this eye-catching collection
of modern planting containers. From the
slender, curvy Pendero
to the stout, boxy Bordo,
Pot Inc. fabricates metal
containers for contemporary
gardens in all shapes and
sizes. It all started nearly a
decade ago when designer
Todd Holloway found it
difficult to locate high-quality
modern pots for his clients’
gardens. He tried making
his own containers out of
a few common materials,
and eventually settled on
powder-coated aluminum
for its refined toughness and has been going
strong ever since.
• Custom designs, colors, and alternative
metals available on request
• Optional drain plugs for indoor use
• Contact Pot Inc. for pricing and
custom designs
potinc.ca

Multifaceted fire pit
Unlike most outdoor fireplaces,
the Plodes Geometric Fire Pit
doesn’t have to sit quietly in
the corner of your patio when
you’re not in the mood for a fire.
Be sure to order yours with the
optional cedar top, and the low,
rectangular steel firepit doubles
as a practical and beautiful
outdoor coffee table. There’s
also an available steel grill top
that can be used for cooking
over the hot coals after your
roaring fire has settled down,
but it’s even nice enough to
use as a table top when there’s
no fire in the pit.
• Carbon steel, Corten steel,
or stainless steel
• 30-in. and 40-in. widths
• $1,125 to $3,387 (depending
on material choice, size,
and accessories)
plodes.com
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SINUOUS SLIDING SHADE
You could build a roof over your patio or
deck to escape the hot summer sun, but
what if you also want to sit out and gaze
at the cosmos on a clear night? That’s
where Infinity Canopy comes in. This
canopy system combines marine-grade
metal and fabric components to create
a horizontal sunshade that easily slides
open or closed with the pull of a cord.
As long as there are sturdy structures
for fastening the cables, Infinity Canopy
can cover nearly any outdoor space with
movable protection from the sun.
• Phifertex vinyl-coated polyester mesh
or Sunbrella acrylic canvas
• Standard widths in 5-ft. increments;
custom widths available
• Cost depends on canopy size and
fabric type; use estimating tool on
website for approximate price
infinitycanopy.com

PLEASINGLY
PLIABLE HARDWARE
Soften up the look and
feel of any cabinet with
these delicately shaped
Spinneybeck leather pulls.
They’re available in seven
standard styles and 26
colors, so choosing the
appropriate pulls might
be tougher than installing
them on your doors and
drawers. Once you do,
though, the heavyweight,
vegetable-tanned belting
leather should withstand
years of everyday use.
MORE TO THIS LIGHT THAN MEETS THE EYE
Don’t be fooled by the understated design of
Koncept’s Gravy wall sconce—it’s one useful little
LED lamp. Its versatility stems from a rotating hinge,
which allows you to swivel the round LED medallion
into virtually any position. Tilt it out to light up the
whole room. Turn it downward and it becomes a task
light. Fold it flat against the wall for subtle ambient
lighting. An integrated touch-sensitive dimmer adds
to the light’s adaptability.

• Die-cut from smoothgrain leather with a waterresistant finish
• Includes 11⁄4-in. stainless
steel mounting screws
• $15 to $25 each
spinneybeck.com

• 5.5w LED
• 15 different finishes in paint, felt, and wood veneer
• Plug-in model: $180; hardwired model: $225
koncept.com
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